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This invention relates to a novel and useful extendable 
crane boom and more speci?cally to a crane boom includ 
ing inner and outer sections mounted together for longi 
tudinal extension and retraction. In addition, the crane 
boom of the instant invention is designed speci?cally as 
a replacement for a rigid boom on substantially any type 
of crane presently in use. The extendable boom of the 
instant invention includes pennant lines which are reeved 
in a manner enabling the extendable boom to be used on 
any type of crane having a gantry assembly. Still fur 
ther, the extendable boom of the instant invention is pro 
vided with Winch beams for raising and lowering the free 
end of the boom and for extending and retracting the ex 
tendable sections of the boom. In this manner, any suit 
able source of power may be utilized. 

In addition to the above, the extendable boom of the 
instant invention has its inner and outer extendable sec 
tions constructed in a manner whereby the inner upper 
section is guidingly mounted for longitudinal reciprocal 
movement and against lateral movement relative to the 
outer lower section in at least three different directions. 
Still further, the extendable boom also includes means for 
guidingly supporting the upper inner section thereof 
against rotational movement about its longitudinal axis rel 
ative to the outer lower boom section. 
The main object of this invention is to provide an ex 

tendable boom which may be readily utilized as a replace 
ment for the rigid boom on substantially any type of 
crane utilizing a gantry assembly. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an ex 

tendable boom in accordance with the immediately pre— 
ceding object having electric motor means drivingly con 
nected to winch means mounted thereon for raising and 
lowering the free end of the boom and for extending and 
retracting'the upper inner section of the boom. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an ex 
tendable boom with the telescoped sections thereof con 
structed in a manner whereby the upper inner section of 
the boom is guidingly supported from the lower section 
thereof for longitudinal reciprocal movement and against 
lateral movement in at least three directions relative to the 
outer lower section of the boom. 
Yet another object of this invention, in accordance with 

the immediately preceding object, is to provide an extend 
able boom whose upper inner section is supported from 
the outer lower section for longitudinal extension and re 
traction and against rotational movement relative to the 
lower outer boom section. 
A ?nal object of this invention to be speci?cally enu 

merated herein is to provide an extendable boom in ac 
cordance with the preceding objects which will conform to 
conventional forms of manufacture, be of simple construc 
tion and easy to operate so as to provide a device which 
will be economically feasible, long-lasting and relatively 
trouble-free in operation. 

These together with other objects and advantages which 
will become subsequently apparent reside in the details of 
construction and operation as more fully hereinafter de 
scribed and claimed, reference being had to the accom 
panying drawings forming a part hereof, wherein like 
numerals refer to like parts throughout, and in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of a crane having 

the extendable boom of the instant invention mounted 

thereon; 
FIGURE 2 is a fragmentary top plan View of the em 
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bodiment illustrated in FIGURE 1 on somewhat of an 
enlarged scale; 
FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary enlarged sectional view 

taken substantially upon the plane indicated by section 
line 3-3 of FIGURE 2; 
FIGURE 4 is an enlarged transverse sectional view 

taken substantially upon the plane indicated by section 
line 4-—4 of FIGURE 3, with only a single lift line pul 
ley shown; 
FIGURE 5 is a transverse sectional view taken sub 

stantially upon the plane indicated by section line 5—-5 of 
FIGURE 2 and on somewhat of an enlarged scale; 
FIGURE 6 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional view 

taken substantially upon the plane indicated by section 
line t§—6 of FIGURE 3; 
FIGURE 7 is a fragmentary perspective view of the 

supporting cables for the extendable boom showing the 
manner in which the pennant lines may be reeved over the 
gantry assembly of a crane and the manner in which the 
winch means carried by the extendable boom may be 
utilized to raise and lower the free end of the boom and 
also to extend and retract the extendable upper inner sec 
tion of the boom; and 
FIGURE 8 is a fragmentary enlarged perspective view 

of the upper end of the extendable upper inner section of 
the boom shown with the head end thereof removed. 

Referring now more specifically to the drawings, the 
numeral 10 generally designates a conventional type of 
crane. The crane It) includes a platform or base gen 
erally referred to by the reference numeral 12 which is 
supported by means of a crawler tread assembly generally 
referred to by the reference numeral 14. A cab and 
prime mover housing generally referred to by the refer 
ence numeral 16 is supported from the main frame of base 
12 and it may be seen that a gantry assembly generally 
referred to by the reference numeral 18 is supported from 
the upper portion of the cab and prime mover housing 16. 
The mounting frame or base 12 includes a pair of 

mounting ?anges 20 to which the lower end of the extend 
able boom 22 is pivotally secured by means of an axle 
pin 24. The extendable boom 22 includes a pyramidal 
butt section generally referred to by the reference nu 
meral 26, a main section generally referred to by the 
reference number 28 and a generally pyramidal head sec 
tion generally referred to by the reference numeral 30. 

With attention now directed more speci?cally to FIG 
URES 2, 3, 8 of the drawings it may be seen that the butt 
section 26 includes an electric motor 32 which is drivingly 
connected to a gear reduction assembly 34» having an out 
put shaft 36. The output shaft 36 is drivingly connected 
to a main winding drum assembly 38 including ?rst and 
second halves 40 and 42 separated by a divider ?ange 
44. In addition, a pair of auxiliary winding drums 46 
and 43 are supported from the butt section 26 and are 
rotated from the main winding drum 38 through a pair of 
clutch and brake assemblies 50 and 52 respectively. The 
clutch and brake assemblies 50 and 52 may be of con 
ventional design similar to those now in use on existing 
cranes. It will be noted that the main winding drum 38 
is approximately twice as great in circumference as the 
auxiliary winding drums 46 and 48. 
The main section 28 of the boom 22 comprises an 

upper inner section generally referred to by the reference 
numeral 54 and an outer lower section generally referred 
to by the reference numeral 56. The outer lower sec 
tion 56 includes four generally parallel and longitudinally 
extending angle members 58 which form the four corner 
longitudinal edges 69 of the outer lower section 56. 
Corresponding ends of the four angle members 58 are 
interconnected by means of four transversely extendl?g 
brace members 62. In addition,’ each Pair of adlacent 
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together for relative movement between extended and 
retracted positions, a gantry assembly supported from 
said frame and elevated above the lower end of said 
lower section, a ?rst cable supporting said boom and 
having one end operatively connected to reversible wind 
ing means carried by said lower section and the other 
end connected to said upper section, means reeving said 
?rst cable between said winding means, said gantry, and 
the upper end of said upper section, a second lift cable 
having one end operatively connected to said winding 
means and the other end connected to the lower end of 
said upper section, means reeving said second cable be 
tween said winding means, the upper end of said lower 
section, and the lower end of said upper section, said 
winding means including means for inversely winding 
and unwinding said first and second cables at rates en 
abling the angle of said boom to be maintained substan 
tially constant during extension and retraction of said 
boom, said reversible winding means being spaced toward 
the upper end of said boom from its axis of rotation rela 
tive to said frame, and said gantry being spaced above 
said axis a distance greater than the distance between 
said axis and said winding means. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said winding 
means includes means for also winding and unwinding 
one of said cables independently of the other of said 
cables. 

3. The combination of claim 1 wherein said outer 
section includes diagonal braces forming each of the sides 
thereof secured between the outer surfaces of the ad 
jacent ?anges of adjacent angle members. 

4. The combination of claim 1 wherein said inner sec 
tion includes diagonal braces forming each of the sides 
thereof secured between the inner surfaces of the adjacent 
?anges of adjacent angle members. 

5. In combination, a mounting frame, an upstanding 
boom pivotally secured at its lower end to said frame 
for movement about a horizontal axis, said boom includ 
ing upper inner and lower outer sections mounted to 
gether for relative movement between extended and re 
tracted positions, a gantry assembly supported from said 
frame and elevated above the lower end of said lower 
section, a ?rst cable supporting said boom and having 
one end operatively connected to reversible winding 
means carried by said lower section and the other end 
connected to said upper section, means reeving said ?rst 
cable between said winding means, said gantry, and the 
upper end of said upper section, a second lift cable hav 
ing one end operatively connected to said winding means 
and the other end connected to the lower end of said 
upper section, means reeving said second cable between 
said winding means, the upper end of said lower section, 
and the lower end of said upper section, said winding 
means including means for inversely winding and un 
winding said ?rst and second cables at rates enabling the 
angle of said boom to be maintained generally constant 
during extension and retraction of said boom, said re 
versible winding means being spaced toward the upper 
end of said boom from its axis of rotation relative to 
said frame, and said gantry being spaced above said axis 
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a distance greater than the distance between said axis 
and said winding means, said inner and outer end sections 
each being generally polygonal in cross section and in 
cluding a plurality of longitudinally extending and gen 
erally parallel angle members opening diagonally in 
wardly extending along each corner edge thereof, each 
of said angle members including a pair of angularly dis 
posed longitudinally extending ?anges generally parallel 
ing the adjacent sides of the corresponding boom sec 
tion, each of said angle members including a plurality 
of ?anged rollers spaced longitudinally thereof each jour 
nalled for rotation about an axis extending transversely 
thereof and disposed in a plane generally paralleling the 
plane in which one of the ?anges thereof is disposed, each 
of said rollers being disposed on the side of said one 
?ange adjacent the corresponding ?ange of the other 
section and disposed in rolling contact with the side of 
said corresponding ?ange and with the inner side of its 
?ange engaging the free longitudinal edge of said corre 
sponding ?ange. 

6. The combination of claim 5, said winding means 
including means for also winding and unwinding one of 
said cables independently of the other of said cables. 

7. .In combination, a mounting frame, an upstanding 
boom pivotally secured at its lower end to said frame for 
movement about a horizontal axis, said boom including 
upper inner and lower outer sections mounted together 
for relative movement between extended and protracted 
positions, means connected between said boom and said 
frame for pivoting said boom about said axis and for ex 
tending said upper section relative to said lower section, 
said inner and outer sections each being generally poly 
gonal in cross section and including a plurality of longi 
tudinally extending and generally parallel angled mem 
bers opening diagonally inwardly extending along each 
corner edge thereof, each of said angle members includ 
ing a pair of angularly disposed longitudinally extending 
?anges generally paralleling the adjacent sides of the cor 
responding boom section, each of said angle members 
including a plurality of ?anged rollers spaced longitudi— 
nally thereof each journalled for rotation about an axis 
extending tranversely thereof and disposed in a plane 
generally paralleling the plane in which one of the ?anges 
thereof is disposed, each of said rollers being disposed 
on the side of said one ?ange adjacent the corresponding 
?ange of the other section and disposed in rolling con 
tact with the side of said corresponding ?ange and with 
the inner side of its ?ange engaging the free longitudi 
nal edge of said corresponding ?ange. 
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